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To all whom fit may concern:

‘

.

`

face of the stock Gr is formed with teeth or

Be it known that I, LEwrs B. WHITE, ot' corrugations to lit in similar teeth or corruga
' Norfolk, in the county of Norfolk and State tions on the base, so that, ‘when the stock is
ot’ Virginia, have invented certain new and adj usted and the bolt tightened, it will be held
useful Improvements in Flows, and 1 do tightly without danger of slipping. From each
hereby declare that the following is a full, side of the stock G projects an inclined wing,
clear, and exact description thereof, which H, for the attachment of the weeder-blades. `will enable others skilled in the art to which At the inner end of each wing H is a shoul
it pertains to make and use the same, refer der, e, made on a circle, with the bolt-hole f
ence being had to the accompanying draw for a center; and near the outer end of the
ings, and to the letters of reference marked wing', at equal distance from the bolt-hole at
thereon, which form -a part of this specifica the shoulder e, are two teeth, i.' i. The Weeder-.
tion.
blade I is made concave on its front surface, s
rl‘he nature of my invention `consists in cer with cutting-edge along both top and bottom.
tain improvements upon the plow for which The inner end ot' the blade is rounded to fit
Letters Patent No. 129,076 were granted to against the shoulder e, and on its rear side is
me July 16, 1872, as will be hereinafter more formed a segmental rack, h', for the teeth t' to

fully set forth.
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In the annexed drawing, Figure l is a side
‘\/Vhen the blade I is placed on the win g H
elevation of my improved plow.` Fig. 2 is a and a bolt passed through the bolt-holes, the
horizontal section of the saine through the blade may be adjusted on said bolt as a cen
line x a', Fig. 1. Fig. 3 is a bottoni view there ter, so as to point straight out, up, or down, p
of. Figs. 4, 5, 6, 7, and S are detailed-views as desired, and the bolt is then fastened, se
of certain parts of the plow. ‘
curing the blade, by> means ofthe teeth i and
A represents the plow-beam, of any suita-. rack h, firmly in position.

ble shape. B is the plow-standard; C, the

When the lower edges of the blades are worn

base, and D the brace-all cast in one piece, out the blades may be reversed, and placed
the upper ends of the standard and brace be on opposite sides from their former position,
lng connected by a cap-piece, E. This cap bringing the upper edges down the saine as

piece is extended in front of the standard a
suitable distance to allow the bolt a to pass

up through the same in front of the standard,

and through the beam, for fastening the plow
thereto. The cap~piece E is made wide enough

when new.
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` J represents the plow share or point, fast
ened to the standard B in the same manner
as described in my former patent above re
ferred to. At the upper edge, on each side of

to extend entirely across the under surface of the plow-point, is a projecting ear, k, recessed
the beam, and has, at one or both sides, a 011 its front side and provided With a bolt
iiange, b, extending up along the side of the hole. K K represent the two parts of the

beam. rI‘his flange or ñanges relieve the bolt
from any strain during any side movement of
the plow, and also form a support to the pro
jection, so that it will not break from upward

strain. The front edge of the brace, rear'edge

mold-board to be fastened to the point. On
the rear side of each part K is formed a dove
tailed slide, m, open at its lower end. Into
this slide the head of the bolt n is slipped;

ÑVhen the mold-board is placed in position

of the standard at their lower ends, and the the slide m fits in the recess on the ear k, and
upper edge of the base between them, are the bolt a passes through the hole in said ear,
made on a curve, as shown, and the longitud after which a nut is screwed up on the end of

inally-slotted weerler-stock G is correspond

the bolt, thereby fastening the mold-board

ingly curved on the under side, so that it can firmly in its place, and at the same time leav

be adjusted backward or forward, as desired, ing the front entirely smooth and evenwith
to change the angle of the blades, the stock out any bolt-heads or anything else to forni
being fastened by a bolt, d. The under sur any obstruction thereon.
'
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The lower inside of the share J is formed when placed beneath the beam, so that the A
with a socket, a', for the front end ofthe base trash will not be gathered and held. The
ñange or flanges b on the upper portion of the
C tolíit in.
The weeder-stocl{, wings, and blades are ad standard also serve to allow sufficient metal
justed in the following manner: When the to be used to support the bolt 4passing verti
stock is pushed back, the rear part ofthe same cally through the beam, and to allow the bolt
rising and resting on corrugations in the base -to be set farther forward than in any other
or shoe of the standard provided for the pur construction, and at the same time receive the
'
pose, two motions are given to the wings H. requisite support. _
Having thus' fully described my invention,
They are raised up and down to give any de
sired inclination to the ridge. At the same what I claim as new, and desireto secure by
time they are brought more in a perpendicu Letters Patent, is
1. The standard B, curved base C, and
lar line with the soil to be cultivated, which
causes the blades to move the earth with more brace D, as shown, in combination with the
force. Now, it is often desirable to move the curved weeder-stock Gr, the adjoining surface
earth with more force than the blades will ad being provided with teeth or corrugations, as
mit ot' in their natural position ; still it is nec and for the purpose described.
2. The standard B, curved brace C, brace
essary that no greater inclination be given

the ridge. To accomplish this purpose the D, and weeder-stock Gr, the adjoining surfaces
stock is moved back, throwing the top of the being provided with teeth or corrugations, in
blades forward, which causes the earth to be combination with the wings H H, having

moved with more force. But this movement curved shoulders e, bolt-holes f, teeth 'i z', re
raises the lower and outer edges of the blades, versible blades I, the inner ends having seg
Áand gives a greater inclination to the ridge. mental racks h, all as and for the purpose
‘
To have the blades assume their original po specified.
3. The plow share or points J, provided
sition with reference to their lower cutting
edges the bolts f are loosened and the blades with a projection running back along the base,
turned down to the desired angle, or vice and secured thereto, and having the recessed
ears, in combination with the mold-boards K,
P P are slotted wedges, placed above and having dovetailed slides m to receive the bolts
versa.

i

.

n, whereby the share and 1nold-boards are se- .

below the beam around the bolt c. They are
constructed as shown in Fig. ‘4, and serve to

cured tirmly in place without any bolt or> bolts

The `Wedges have a double slot, one to re

my own I atiix my signature in presence of

adjust the inclination of the standard with 'passing through the surface of the plow, all
reference to the beam, so as to bring the point _constructed as and for the purpose specified.
In testimony that I claim the foregoing as
of the plow up or down, as desired.

ceive the bolt passing through the beam, and

two witnesses._

the standard; and the front edges c” of thev
wedges are beveled, so as to make a true

curve with the upper portion of the standard

-

t LEWIS B. WHITE.

the other to receive the stud a” on the top of

Witnesses:

C. H. WA'rsoN,
X. C. Seo'r'r.

